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Our Commitment to our Staff & Guests
The only uncertainty our guests should face whilst staying with us on safari is, “what unknown
encounters will we experience today in nature’s playground?”
We have designed and implemented a set of stringent hygiene & safety ‘protocols’ across our
properties, in line with those issued by Kenya’s Ministry of Health and the Kenya Tourism Board,
that we hope will serve to re-assure our guests of the safest safari experience possible.
All our staff have been thoroughly trained in the ‘New Normal’ tourism environment and they are
totally committed to delivering these standards both at the frontline and back-of-house - resilience
long having been a quality of the Maasai and the Samburu people.
We can’t wait to have you on safari with us. Do not hesitate to contact us for additional information
or should you have further questions.

On Arrival – Nairobi Transfers & Excursions

 A maximum of 4 passengers is permitted per vehicle with the exception of groups that are travelling together. Nobody is
allowed to sit beside the driver.
 After each transfer or excursion and prior to collecting passengers, our vehicles are fully cleaned and sanitised.
 Our driver has his temperature taken prior to starting duty.
 Our driver carries his own hand sanitiser to maintain hygiene during duty.
 Our driver has sanitised hands but will not shake hands with passengers, and will maintain social distancing. However, guests
can be sure of a warm welcome.
 Our driver wears a face mask throughout: whilst in the main airport or public areas, handling luggage, greeting guests and
during the journey.
 Guests are required to wear a face mask throughout the journey as long as this is a legal requirement in Kenya. Otherwise, this
is at their discretion.
 Guests are required to sanitise their hands with provided hand sanitiser before boarding the vehicle.
 Wearing gloves, our driver sanitises all high-touch handles and surfaces on guests’ luggage before depositing at guests’
onward destination.

On Arrival – Lodge Airstrip
 Depending on the vehicle and its’ configuration, a maximum of 4-6
passengers is permitted per vehicle with the exception of groups that are
travelling together. Nobody is allowed to sit beside the driver/guide.
 Prior to collecting guests our vehicles are fully cleaned and sanitised.
 Our driver/guide has his temperature taken prior to starting duty.
 Our driver/guide carries his own hand sanitiser to maintain hygiene
during the activity.
 Our driver/guide has sanitised hands, but will not shake hands with
passengers, and will maintain social distancing. However, guests can be
sure of a warm welcome.
 Our driver/guide wears a face mask to greet guests on arrival.
 Guests are required to sanitise their hands with provided hand sanitiser.
 In an open-air vehicle, our guide/driver will remove his face mask but
maintain social distancing. In a closed vehicle, our guide/driver will
continue to wear his mask and maintain social distancing.
 Guests are required to wear face masks on landing at the airstrip; however,
this is optional whilst ‘in the open’ i.e. on a game drive or during lodge
transfer.
 Hand sanitiser is available for guests throughout the game drive.

On Arrival – The Lodge/Camp
 Guests are warmly met by our staff who are wearing face masks.
 Our staff have their temperature taken prior to starting duty.
 Our staff have sanitised hands but will not shake hands with guests and will
maintain social distancing. However, guests can be sure of a warm
welcome.
 Guests have their temperatures taken using a digital handheld temperature
scanner.
 Welcome drinks are served from a tray and refreshing towels are handed to
guests by serving tongs. Guests should maintain a safe distance.
 Guests receive a welcome briefing which includes the safety & hygiene
measures we have implemented and are also notified of what is required of
them during their stay (i.e. the use of face masks and observe social
distancing throughout their stay).
 Registration forms are completed by guests as usual on a sanitised surface
with a provided sanitised pen for signing any documents. Each guest
should provide personal contact and identification details.
 Face masks for guests who do not have appropriate or clean masks are
available upon request.
 High-touch handles and surfaces of guests’ luggage are sanitised and taken
to guests’ rooms by staff wearing gloves.

The Rooms

 Each room is thoroughly cleaned and sanitised before guests’ arrival.
 All high-touch surfaces and handles are sanitised at regular intervals.
 Where we provide in-room fridges, these are empty on arrival and we stock them upon request, in accordance with guests’
wishes.
 Reading material, information and guides are not available in the rooms and will be re-introduced at a later stage when
deemed appropriate and safe to do so.
 A travel-size hand sanitiser is provided to guests as part of in-room amenities during their stay.
 Hand sanitiser is available in the rooms.

Communal Areas

 A staff member is assigned to regular sanitisation duties of surfaces & emptying waste bins, wearing gloves.
 All high-touch surfaces in communal areas are thoroughly cleaned and sanitised at regular intervals.
 All guest-facing staff wear masks throughout duty and observe social distancing.
 Hand sanitiser is available for guests for use anytime and hand-washing facilities (restrooms) are accessible with singleuse paper hand towels provided.
 Seating is arranged to ensure social distancing is observed.
 Drinks are served on a tray. Snacks are served only amongst each travelling party.
 Each villa, cottage, tent or banda has its own exclusive sitting and dining areas.
 Guests are encouraged to practice social distancing at all times.

Dining, Sundowners & Bush Meals
 Saruni offers private, in-room dining at all properties along with other indoor &
outdoor locations that can be used exclusively. Guests are consulted daily on their
dining location preferences.
 Where number of in-house guests permit, dining in the main restaurant areas takes
place observing social distancing regulations, with the exception of groups
travelling together.
 Saruni offers guests multiple sundowner locations with exclusive use available.
Where group sundowners and bush meals take place, numbers are limited, chairs
and table settings are spaced at a safe distance observing social distancing, with the
exception of groups travelling together.
 Food is prepared by certified food handlers in a clean kitchen environment that
meets both standard health and hygiene standards and necessary additional
sanitisation procedures.
 Shared containers are restricted to each travelling party and not used in mixed
groups when individual containers are used.
 Kitchen and wait staff have their temperatures taken prior to starting duty.
 Kitchen and wait staff wear masks throughout duty.
 Staff regularly sanitise or wash their hands according to standard hygiene
regulations.
 Hand sanitiser is available for guests for use prior to dining and anytime
throughout and hand-sanitizing and washing facilities (restrooms) are accessible
with single-use paper hand towels provided.
 Wait staff are trained to observe social distancing.
 Drinks are served on a tray. Snacks are served only amongst each travelling party.
 All high-touch surfaces are sanitised before and after each use.
 Guests are encouraged to observe social distancing at all times.

Wellbeing Spaces

 Our Wellbeing Spaces are sanitised between each session and linen changed.
 Our Wellbeing Space staff have their temperatures taken before starting duty.
 Guests are required to shower in their room before and after treatment.
 Guests should wear their face masks upon arrival at the Wellbeing Space to allow for safe communication. It is at guests’
discretion if they wish to continue to wear their face mask during the treatments.
 Disclaimer forms are completed by guests as usual with a provided sanitised pen on a sanitised surface.
 Our therapist sanitises her hands before and after each treatment and wears a face mask throughout the treatment.
 Only back, neck and leg treatments are permitted. Facial & front-facing treatments are suspended for the time being until the
situation is reviewed.
 All utensils and equipment are cleaned and sanitised after use in accordance with standard hygiene practices.
 Social distancing is implemented as much as possible, however we retain the right not to operate our Wellbeing Space
services at any time.

Swimming Pools

 Swimming pools are cleaned and disinfected on a regular basis.
 Pool water is monitored to maintain chlorine levels in pools kept between 1-3mg/l, with pH range of 6.8 - 7.4’.
 Lounging and seating are appropriately spaced at 1.5 metres apart to ensure social distancing is observed.
 Numbers of guests using the pool and facilities are limited accordingly to allow for social distancing.
 Sunbeds are cleaned and sanitised after each use.
 Swimming towels are immediately collected and placed in laundry bags for cleaning after use.

Shops & Payments
 Shop staff have their temperatures taken before starting duty.
 High-touch surfaces and merchandise in our shops are cleaned and
sanitised at regular intervals.
 Guests should use the hand sanitiser provided prior to entering our
shops.
 To comply with social distancing, entrance to our shops is on a one-inone-out basis, unless parties are travelling together.
 Guests should refrain from unnecessarily handling of our goods, seeking
assistance where required.
 Payment by card is encouraged to avoid staff handling cash/notes. MPESA is also accepted (resident guests).
 Credit card machines where used, are wiped with alcohol wipes before
and after use.

Game Drives & Vehicles
 Shared game drives are carried out observing social distancing.
 Depending on the vehicle and its’ configuration, a maximum of 4-6 people is
permitted per vehicle with the exception of groups that are travelling together.
Nobody is allowed to sit beside the driver/guide.
 Families, groups and couples are allocated to a specific vehicle and a guide for the
duration of their stay to minimise exposure to other guests and guides.
 Where possible and availability permitting, groups are allocated exclusive use of a
private vehicle & guide.
 Prior to each activity, our vehicles have been fully cleaned and sanitised.
 Our driver/guide has his temperature taken and has sanitised hands prior to
starting duty.
 Our driver/guide carries his own hand sanitiser to maintain hygiene during duty.
 Guests have their temperature taken daily at the beginning of each day.
 Guests are required to sanitise their hands with provided hand sanitiser or wash
their hands in our hand-washing facilities (restrooms) with single-use paper towels
provided before boarding the vehicle.
 Our driver/guide on greeting the guests wears his face mask.
 In an open-air vehicle, our driver/guide will remove his face mask but maintains
social distancing. In a closed vehicle, our driver/guide continues to wear his mask
and maintain social distancing.
 It is guests’ discretion if they wish to wear their face mask whilst ‘in the open’ – i.e.
during the game drive, at comfort breaks and whilst dining.
 Hand sanitiser is available for guests throughout the game drive.
 Vehicle blankets are available upon request. When issued, they are not shared, and
are sanitised regularly.
 All vehicle high-touch surfaces (seats, head rests, hand rails, seat belts and picnic
sets) are sanitised before and after use.
 Guests are encouraged to practice social distancing at all times.

Activities
 Shared activities, when applicable, are carried out observing social
distancing.
 Our driver/guide on greeting the guests is wearing his face mask.
 Upon embarking on the activity, in an open-air vehicle, our driver/guide
will remove his face mask but maintains social distancing. In a closed
vehicle, our driver/guide continues to wear his mask and maintains social
distancing.
 It is at guests’ discretion if they wish to wear their face mask during the
activities, unless specifically instructed to do so.
 Guests should bring their own binoculars, camera and Mammal/Birding
Field Guides, as guides will not be able to share theirs.
 Activities involving community interactions and limited space (village
visits, photographic hide, visit to caves with rock art) are to be booked in
advance and numbers of participants are limited.
 Prior to each use, our Photographic Hide at Saruni Samburu has been fully
cleaned and sanitised.
 Access to our Photographic Hide at Saruni Samburu is on an appointmentonly basis and limited to one group at a time.

In Camp
 Our staff wear face masks and gloves are used accordingly by high-risk
departments. Staff sanitise their hands regularly throughout duty.
 All staff interaction with guests is contactless, observing social distancing.
 Guests are requested to wear a face mask in the main areas. Otherwise, this is
at their discretion.

Housekeeping & Laundry
 Each room is deep cleaned in between guests and is thoroughly cleaned and
sanitised before guests’ arrival.
 Housekeeping & laundry staff have their temperatures checked before
starting duty.
 On check-in, guests can advise our mangers should they wish to keep
housekeeping to a minimum to avoid contact. Housekeeping services can be
removed all together upon request.
 Housekeeping staff wear face masks and sanitise hands throughout whilst
cleaning and handling guests’ items such as laundry, baggage and emptying
bins.
 Additional blankets and pillows are not stored in rooms but are available
upon request.
 All high-touch surfaces and handles are cleaned and sanitised at regular
intervals.
 Where we provide in-room fridges, these are empty on arrival and we will
stock them upon request, in accordance with guests’ wishes.
 Used bed linen and towels are bagged immediately after removal and guest
laundry for laundering is bagged separately immediately after removal.
 As per our lodges’ eco-rating status, bedlinen and guests’ towels are not
changed daily to conserve water, but upon request and in between guests.
 Hand sanitiser is available in all rooms.
 Laundry staff wear face masks and sanitise hands throughout when
handling laundry and only laundry staff are authorised to handle the
laundry.
 All clean laundry is stored separately to laundry waiting to be washed.
Guest laundry is laundered separately from room laundry.

Our Staff
 We have a designated health, safety and hygiene officer in each property.
 All staff live on site.
 All staff have been tested by the local health service for Covid-19 and
undergo further testing as per government requirements.
 Staff are trained in new standard operating procedures and up-to-date
facts about Covid-19.
 Staff are educated on proper hygiene practices.
 All staff have their temperature checked prior to starting work.
 Staff are required to use provided hand sanitiser after touching items or
surfaces and wash their hands with soap and water or hand sanitiser
regularly throughout duty.
 Staff are provided with face masks and gloves (where necessary) for use
throughout their shifts.
 Staff practice social distancing with other staff and guests and avoid direct
contact.
 The staff canteen and kitchen follow the same hygiene and service
protocols as the guest kitchen.
 All staff receive regular, repeated Covid-19 training on hygiene and
preventative measures.
 All staff are fully vaccinated, furthering our level of Covid-19 health &
safety standards.

Contacts & Useful Links

Saruni Reservations & Safaris

Office Mobile: +254 (0)735 950 903 /+254 (0)796 109 940
Office landline: +254 (0)202 180 497
Email: reservationsteam@saruni.com
Skype: live:reservations2_60

www.saruni.com
World Health Organisation - Covid-19 travel advice
What happens if I develop Covid-19-like symptoms whilst staying with Saruni?

Safe Travels!

